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Merrily we find our way toward the
darkness. May we not take such steps
lightly. For the dark will be all there is.

Foreword
Writing has always been a double edge sword of creativity and realization, of self-discovery and
self-destruction. As my little brother would say, we orient ourselves based on our own egos. Thus
each time I try to describe what I am experiencing or feeling, I dissect it enough to force myself
into a new reality whether I want to or not.
I took the photograph for the cover of this chapbook, in May 2019, around the time I began
writing. I was returning home around 5:00 am and saw this brilliant sunrise. After a long cold
winter, the warmth had begun to settle in. A sense of hope that accompanies spring had filled me
with visions of sunny afternoons playing guitar, late night talks over wine and other idealistic
visions of living life to the fullest. As always, there is never enough time to get everything done.
As The Sky Burns is a new direction, a new course at seeing the world. After relocating Richtig
Haus to Moncton in August of 2018, there have been many changes in my life. New friends, new
jobs and new surroundings have all played their part in creating a new life. Some of my favourite
changes are the fauna that seems to teem around us. Before moving to New Brunswick, living in
downtown Peterborough, ON left little opportunity to interact with wildlife. Like all Ontario
cities, there were Canadian geese, mallard ducks and other fare I was used to. Southern Ontario
gave me the opportunity to become acquainted with wild turkeys, vultures and snapping turtles;
however there were few opportunities to see these species frequently. We are now surrounded
with what feels like countless species of birds, new insects and a few mammals that like to kick
around the house.
My last album Transition (lyrics from the song “Prison” in this collection) was my first release
after moving to Moncton. Much of my writing spirit was directed toward this venture, as well as
to writing for RichtigHaus.ca While they both significantly bit into my creative writing time
(poetry and fiction), both were able to sustain me in different ways. Transition was a way for me
to explore the issues I was facing personally when I moved to New Brunswick, and writing for
the website gave me some opportunity to be creative (Fictitious News and Prank Monkey in
particular)! Both of these avenues taught me that stretching yourself in other activities is as
difficult as it is worthwhile.
This collection does include a few pre-Moncton pieces such as “Growth In The Garden”, which
evolved into the song “Dasies & Roses” on my album Second Son. I happened across the original
poem while I was collecting pieces for this chapbook and thought I would include it. The poem
and the song do share some common lines; however, the song “Dasies & Roses” focuses on the
more positive message that as people we are stronger when we explore our differences. The
poem “Growth In The Garden” continues on to point out that like flowers the frost is coming for
us as well. Life in its many configurations implies death, but not necessarily as an end point but

as a transition. This is illuminated in the Tarot, wherein the death card (often feared by many)
signifies change through the death of a situation, which is the doorway to change. There is no
doubt that change is scary for most people. It’s scary for me as well, but does not stop me from
taking the plunge. While my propensity for taking the leap has not always turned out for the best,
it has always kept life interesting.
There are some changes recently in the world that terrify me. The growing strength of hate in
North America may not be entirely new; however, it appears to be coming for all of us. I grew up
with the lie that I was European. While Europe indeed is a place, and most of my ancestors came
from there, it does not define me. While I do not care to speak of what created the United States,
in Canada at least, we have had access to many cultures that created the fabric of what is Canada
today. The spirit of how we became who we are stems from France and England, Germany and
the Ukraine, the Ojibway, the Cree, the Iroquois and so many other ingredients came together to
create the world that we live in as Canadians. We need to stop believing the lie that we are either
French or English, as these were simply imperialistic powers that sought to take. The people that
created this country were the people on the ground doing the work, those that fought the powers
that controlled them through unions and blazed forward for suffrage and universal healthcare.
I have no apologies for what Canada has been or has done in the past or present. The
Government of Canada may be elected in a vaguely democratic process; however it is not the
people. It has its own rationale behind the nationalistic propaganda that keeps us wondering who
we are. Immigrants to this country bringing new ideas and change have created the fabric that
makes Canada what it is. The lie that Canada was based on Christian values is just that. Those
who chose to believe this lie have either done a poor job of learning their history (see the
tensions between the Catholics and the Protestants for example), or have a vested interest in
believing that Christianity has the monopoly on morality. This is not an attack on Christianity,
but rather the practitioners who believe their truth is the only truth.
I write while I try to understand the coming world. I write while I hope that those who continue
to reinvigorate nazism, anti-semitism, anti-muslim and spread lies to gain power. I write while
governments let the Amazon burn, and try to frack the land in the hopes of turning the Earth
beneath our feet into dollar signs. I write to add my perspective to the mountain of perspectives,
none of which are 100% right. I hope that whoever is reading this keeps their minds open to the
idea that people are not the representatives of their culture. Trump is not all citizens of the United
States. There is no such country as America. America is the sum of two continents. Let’s not
forget who we are. We say lest us forget November 11th, but do such by the 12th. Be the
spokesperson for the truth by learning about the horrors of the past we continue to let rise again.
Enjoy.
Kyle

Transformation
From camouflage the spirit awakens
and bursts free in blue and gold and red
for the man to break free
from the shadows of mother’s cover
to assume the light of man and father
even if before the world is ready,
and the plumage tells the world a man comes forth
even when this new body feels foreign to the self
and as the ribbon of time and responsibility
drags forward the burgeoning should
before he understands what it means
to explore the options the were never presented
Decorated with the privileges of blue and gold and red
he stands alone between the trees of transition
too soon before the spring
and calls out in drumming tones of longing
to the past for those who used to hold a sense of protection
and to the future unformed in the rising sun.
Boy does not receive the choice to become man
any more than egg decides to become chick
for inside the gilded cage of expectation
exists the magic of transformation
and the choice of how to explore this gift
becomes the map of the soul’s journey.

Terra Rain
the rains of Terra
the watery veil obscures
the wold around me
bleeding and stealing time
the fear of flood
in a city which floods
becomes palpable
on the faces of the people
one wonders why here
a city would be founded
amongst the swamps
of floodplain.

Growth In The Garden
I was born into a garden
~ planted as if daises and roses
could act as a monoculture
when told they were
From the dirt we sprung pushing out
beckoned by the sun’s promise
that following leads to grateful things
and we would have equal measure to grow
Yet some of us blossomed sooner
their next generation brought forth
before some us us began to bud
and immediately the rift began betwixt
I budded in measure drawn slowly forth
and against the sun’s wishes
I cast my seeds to unforgiving soil
of which none found purchase
Now as the days grow shorter I wonder
why the bees no longer buzz by
and my petals have become worn
and the wind steals them from me
We all fear the chill of the frost
it burgeons on the edge of the horizon
and if I’d only been a daisy
perhaps my thorns wouldn’t have stopped me

A Cloud, A Saviour
And beckons the cloud:
that which does hold over me
the power to give serenity,
as the lie by body tells me.
For I am without
as I am with:
inseparable myth;
cellular behemoth.
Everyday the struggle remains:
Am I someone who
can only turn to you
when there’s something to go through?

The Way of Water
From cradle to man in the fertile lands
left in the wake of Algonquin,
I met the memegwesi as a child
and was visited by the white buffalo.
The secrets of the universe unfurled
on a black canvas punctured by light.
Will the mysteries of life whisper truths
of who I was in the web of kami?
I followed the path of the rising sun,
always toward the future by reclaiming the past,
pushing forward and tracing the footfalls
of indigenous and colonial settler.
At the precipice of a new mother,
that which begins its suckle from Gitchee Gumee,
and I wonder if it’s pieces of my past
that flows into and out from the eastern door.
I am here to carve new characters into the stones,
to reclaim that was once lost
while the water cleanses and shapes
and man watches for lessons.

Loom In Dark Masks
The things I don’t know will always be more
Than what I do
And in the desperation to know as much as I can
I lost touch with what was important
~ or necessary ~
And in this ecstatic struggle
I’ve lost touch with all the perennial relationships
That without nature or attention
Have meandered toward the annual
so the seeds that could’ve been forever
became the blowing sand beneath my feet.
Now support from within seems impossible
As the consequences mount… and mount
And loom in dark masks
In hallucinations on the periphery of my blurring eyes
at least for now I know its lack of sleep
or its just what I tell myself

(no more than) 19 Words
1
Maggie choked on a ham sandwich, and
grimaced as the Mamas and the Papas came
on the radio.

4
The pines stood around me. I scan for my
quarry and find tracks. I follow until water
dissolves.

2
“Forgive me,” Adam begged.
“I can, but not forget,” Jeremy cried.
This replayed unbroken as Adam packed his
suitcases.

5
I walked into the dark and felt four hands on
me, then two mouths, then two inside me.
Bliss.
6

3
“Any final words?”
The words cut through me behind the
blindfold.
“I am but one of many,” I screamed.

I opened the door.
“Stop!,” he yelled.
“I’m done fighting.”
“I can change!”
I did not look back.

Dual Orbits
Amongst the pebbles a jewel was found
surrounded by dual orbits
crashing into the surface.
A healing hearth that burns too bright,
calls to the others only in fright
- or if a moment passed without their sight,
he may have to look at himself in the light.
A healing heart does always sway
toward others opinions that cause dismay;
can not understand why it always ends this way:
a little heart that begs to be the prey.

My Country, My
Emigration

I’ve given up the power of my mind
And deferred to my hands
As unilingual history
Becomes a prison of my labour
In my own country I am an immigrant
Finding port where my mother tongue
Unlocks only the most base of matters
When once it served with honour
As a child I heard stories of my grandparents
Immigrating without language or network
To scrape and serve to prove themselves
In the way I must now.
Yet when my grandparents made their trek
There were still decades between their age and mine
So I wonder why my abilities
Are seen as substantial but not honed.
How many centuries will we pay
In the show of protectionist dreams
When the hourglass empties on the edge
Of Frankish guilt in demise
Blue collar donned where once was white
I ponder now without guilt or shame
Will my grey matter be up for grabs
If I’m ever seen the same again.

Prison
Dark night of the soul
All alone I am questioning
I see myself in the mirror
I see myself trembling
Shadow voices whisper answers
I am not answering
Wonder if there’s something out there
Something out there staring

Blowing clouds as if they’re answers
Answers to what I’m feeling
Feel the twisting of the matter
it’s myself I’m blaming
I know not where I am going
Or what I’m offering
Feel my body tighten
Shadow voices beckoning
I am trapped inside this prison, prison of my own making
I will break out of this prison, prison of my own making
I can bang on the bars all day, but no one is listening
I will break out of this prison, prison of my own making
Broken dreams always linger
In my mind hovering
Breaking down the reasons
Why I am no longer trying
Shadow voices whisper lies
About what I’m doing
Making room for another
Another night of giving in
Dreaming of the day
When I can call myself free
Wondering what it is
That always impedes me
How much sand left in this hour
Before I again repeat
Everyday I build a prison
This prison that holds me

Silken Words
“Never again” the promise rung
Throughout my childhood
I wonder now to which they pointed
Or if they understood.
There was no one thing to avoid
All transpired over there
And genocide took centre stage
Not signs of coming despair.
Divisive rhetoric a weapon of choice
Ideas have no body to slay
Dictators tongues offer silken words
Before they breathe decay.
We buy the words soft or severe
That give hope we wish to hear
And surrender our civil dignities
Continuing to bow to father in fear.
They beat drums against Sharia
Blowing plumes to obscure
When worse can pas in any state
That looks to a god for the cure.
Divisive rhetoric a weapon of choice
Ideas have no body to slay
Dictators tongues offer silken words
Before they breathe decay.
When they take away your freedom to choose
The next is what you can say
And those in power can always justify
Everything they take away.
Enflaming the parts that still divides
Ensuring we’re always entertained

And tire out social justice warriors
Rerouting the funding which sustained.
Divisive rhetoric a weapon of choice
Ideas have no body to slay
Dictators tongues offer silken words
Before they breathe decay.

x
Upon my desk sits a wooden box
Without jewel and without lustre
Unassuming and without lock
Dwells within my only treasure
A missing tooth from my beautiful belle
In my mind her eyes do still fire
And when she died we kissed and I cried
Ghosts of moving on name me liar
Family tokens of the foreign lands
My feet never had chance to tread
Where my roots stretch back to faceless men
Those ancient lives push me ahead
A silver circle, a loving pledge
From one who claimed love forever
His stories shelved in my hidden heart
Now only mine to remember
Many trinkets that have graced my neck
Represent lost friends and folly
One touch can transport me back to them
These stories are kept as holy
A full box sits in my wishful hands
Its grain its own story of time
I wonder if I should make more room
The toll of my life’s yet to chime

The Orb
The orb shattered between his fingers. He felt the sticky ooze slither its way across his skin and
cascade towards the floor. It wasn’t quite as he’d imagined it would be. There were no lights, no
magic hidden beneath the surface of what he’d thought was the most magical object in the world.
He dropped the remnants of the eye and walked towards the rising desert sun. He cared not if
anyone found the victim. He didn’t even care if he made it past the slumbering sands again.
All that was found of him were his footprints.

Tools
We lose the tools of efficiency
As we’re taught the tools of dependency
And no one will cook
As we’re headed to the trough
And no one will sew
As we’re clothed all the same
And no one will master
As the beginners info is online
And no one will sow
As we’re separated from the dirt.
It is more efficient to patch and fix
Then to sell tomorrows possibilities with plastic
And more efficient to understand one’s needs
Rather than to learn to keep companies alive.
For we are the forest and the ocean
For we are the field and the desert
And our ingenuity used to be focused
On helping each other thrive and survive.

When The Forest
Creeps In

I beg the gods of symmetry
To give me their praise
with each glance in the mirror that ends in disappointment
the flashpoint my own expectations
as only I know every flaw,
every crease and marks of age
that only I have followed.
Hair pushes out beyond my control
with uneven boundaries as the edge of a forest
with face relenting, succeeding to beard
as pond becomes meadow, meadow to forest
and boy becomes man.
Was there ever a time that this was my goal?
My environment, my ecosystem, my body
changes, invites and deters
as those species who love the meadow
no longer find purchase or desire
when the forest creeps in.

Waking Meditations
I
Amazing is he
Who speaks the story of his own truth
Unabashedly

IV
If I am the architect of my own destiny
How do I know when I have gone awry?
And the next step won’t be worse forward
Than it would be back?

II
V
See yourself in every flower’s petals
For that is where you were born
As flower transforms to be the fruit
Base matter of our form

III
The personality of the wind
Is felt, not calculated
In sun, rain or snow
Ally and nemesis

The fear is what grips you
When surrounded by your own choices
~ those consequences are inescapable.

VI
Consuming is a necessity
Not a goal
When creation is the key
To unlocking your own mystery

The Dark Geyser
I never knew the myth of family existed
Until I had the chance to step through it.
Memories born as solo cub to mother’s den
Grows steamer on muscles trained
and wide eyes take in a world of wild
a familiar pulse of mammalian construction
is mated male pushed to periphery
and smaller footprints settle amongst
those of mother.
When I stepped out into a world of expectation
I encountered words I knew nothing of
a family drawing hung on a wall as two
amongst those of three and four and five
I understand the words of father
of brother and of sister
but not the gravity that stood behind them.
Flowers hung and rings exchanged the drifting change
Swept like a rushing storm of expectation
my mind was tossed into a box
by those who understood the comfortable niche
of returning themselves to what they understood
a skeleton of terms that mother, father and son
as foreign to me as man to boy.
Extended family extends across an entire province
The least of which dwelt in proximity
I watched brother fight brother
amongst them but still not a part of
I learned that even though blood ties
the ties of blood and home grow stronger
and that adult arguments cleave and divide.
The anchor of misunderstanding and of need
Drove me to project family on those committed
I forged my own chosen family gleaning

collecting other damaged souls that dreamt
I engineered a new reality that was we
before I was confronted by the shadows
confronted by the terms I never was.
Daytime television had sold me a story of reunion
That completion followed the magic of connection
yet when I met my father and became
prodigal son, second son, brother
a twining of expectations of those around me
from a familial charter I had never seen
the second death of contextualized me.
Old family and new, a set of irregular obligations
Pined for, yet the reality folded dissimilar
I ran from one but guardedly toward another
I loosened my grip and wished
that if now I were outside both spheres
I could rearrange the pieces from enigma
into a mosaic doorstep of the future.
So I departed the third jewel of my childhood
And ran to the arms of chosen family
new city rushed around me and those closest
we the refugees of family and expectation
we gave support where once there was none
and clung to each other through absent holidays
the way we raged against the past.
Even with each other we could not ignore the chord
Plucked and sounded deep within by attraction
the fabric of chosen family fraying
as naturally as sanguinity follows forward
those drifting into new families lost
into a new world of obligation and ties
I bought in that there was one more step to completion.
I exchanged rings with the hope of addition
Not expecting that other expectations may follow
that my heard and my soul could be be safe
that I would be taken care of without asking
I didn’t know that it was also he who wished
to be both husband and wife

to be both taken care of and in control.
Families both chosen and sanguine evolve
The evolution of child to parent imposes swiftly
the people in may life became stories
of what we had been when we were phoenix
and what their children did now imposing
and becoming someone new necessitates
leaving behind the old.

I crushed myself with concessions to hold onto him
Giving him all of my focus and regard
I gave him the open door to leave with blessing
a test I thought could prove what I meant
was fair to no one involved
for only I knew that I was keeping score
resting my happiness opposed to desired autonomy.
Two cities past I tried to erase my choices
By returning to the myth of home
I gained strength from past allegiances
and planted the seed of a new family
without hope and without expectation I desired
to still create a reality of freedom
wherein exchanging rings was without prison.

In a new family I tried to explore assimilation
And moved to a new city of supposed support
I slipped again into promises unfulfilled
an image of myself slowly devolving
as the weight of who I wanted to be
pulled me beneath the waves of their understanding
and a crossroads appears from the veil.
In an attempt to seize control I threw myself
Into terms I knew nothing of: father, brother, uncle
I became father to a house without children
I created an archetype of which I was brother
and watched the struggled and acceptance of uncle
quietly I waited for the integration of men
into a persona I could recognize.
Bereft of conclusion or inertia or reciprocity
One stood beside me as I looked inward for direction
to when chosen family shared beds and lives
without the division of societal norms
to divide love and desire into couples
and to allow ourselves the love of a group
and two men became three and one house.
In a dream I was reborn under my own control
As my truth became the measuring instrument
I stood in front of the cold chill of Gitchee Gumee
the expectations of family as words schooled
as a dark geyser they formed before me
and with the strength of love to dispel
the dark character of unformed expectations.

The break in me from a lifetime of emptiness
Was only filled once I chose the contents
When I gave up the who I thought they wanted
When I gave up on following others’ choices
and I understood that obligation
does not automatically equate understanding
and fulfillment comes from truth and family within.

A Buttress Of My Heart
What fear is this upon your face
as childhood vigil fades?
Where once a boy is now a man
simply left in waiting.

Imagine a world where you are free
to choose which pain is still real
and bravery is bereft of conquest chances taken seen as trophies.
Your hands feel the man’s urge,
an obelisk raised to tempt another;
yet cower in the dark and shame,
throbbing silently at the lonely moon.
I worry that my counsel cannot match
that which you seek that which you prefer,
when my own preferences lack confinement
and I accept more than I push away.
I want to be right for you with words
that soothe and solve definitively
when I do not believe in right and wrong
but only that we can do what seems best.
What I once thought was rightly so
was oft that which made sense at the time
for no matter what I studied of life
understanding drew breath as experience.
Questions serve to dazzle the mind
Served deftly to kick open my doors
Amongst conversations a reciprocal brotherhood
To which I always hunger for.
A chasm is our past, with too few bridges
That I pour forth blame upon myself
For absence I could have intervened
Yet I would not change the outcome.
For you, of my blood and my bone
Are as imperfect as any other
A collection of memories reaching forward
A buttress of my heart.

I Hear The Voices
As the quiet screamed in the darkness
The sounds of the waiting room spin
As I hear all separately and together
Like a dazzling firework display
I hear the voices
I hear the voices
Of all the places I’ve gone
I still have no idea where I am going
So out I push the words
And out I push the music
In the hopes there will be some directions
That I can point my vessel towards.
I see the forest as well as I see the trees
Simultaneously
The parts and the whole have my full attention
The silent whims of the flora calms me
For plants do not worry, they do not scream
In neglect they simply die
But back in front of my electric portal
The tightness appears
A dark fog wraps itself around my heart
And like a serpent begins to wrap its coils
Softly tighter, stealing the wind in my chest
Until eyes darting freeze.
And I remain frozen
Contemplating consequences, the past and future
As if once again I could think myself out
As if life were only an enigma
Waiting to be solved by my genius
Though now I doubt any intelligence therein.

Of all the things I’ve done
I can not recall any of value
I escape to a land of fantasy
And set the machine to continue without aid
So the ribbon of electric visions will flow forever
In the slow appeal to time to heal wounds
It has none-so-far gotten to
And stop me from relying on the trap door
That falls beneath my feet without warning
And transports my reality
Enveloping me into fictions problems of others
I can see the solutions for all but myself
Because I am the epicentre of my problems
Thus who would be worse to untangle
That which was made by such hands.
I hear the voices in the dark when I’m alone
They murmur about what I have done
And what I have not in a typhoon
Of swirling disappointment.
I hear the voices speaking to me
Direct form face asking or commenting
Yet I can not discern what is said in mother tongue
As if there is an invisible partition
So I can hear tone, but not the meaning
Which makes me question if anything I’ve ever heard
Was ever real
Or a trick of my mind
And I don’t know which to listen to
And the voices tell me what was is
And my mind wonders backward
To the relationships long lost to time
Counting on past friends remaining present
Though both lives evolved without hinder
They remain fixed in my mind waiting

But that does not change my inability to remember
The words for things I’ve had words for
Instead of absentmindedly choosing words
Subtly similar in context
As I strain to find the word after
Three options are presented as assumed right.
The coils of the dark fog tighten when my mind clears
But my body no longer wants to cooperate
When I stand an effervescence fills my head
And I stumble along the corridor
My legs ignoring my commands without provocation
A strike action bereft of demand.
I hear the voices diagnose from inside
Claiming I am disintegrating
Claiming that the sooner I know the problem
The quicker I can be shuffled of
Now that I have nothing left to offer
For I am stewarded for what I can do for others
I careen through the corridor as the walls swell inward
I want to run as I totter
But the prison of my mind keeps me stuck
Straining out the window waiting for unknown
To appear and attack me
To take me away from all that I have
And deposit me where the voices will be clearer
And at least control taken away from me.
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